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“InkyMind is a video design 
creation company utilizing 
leading-edge technology 
in a creative environment. 
Our projects span from 
live events and concerts to 
broadcast, passing through 
post production for 
Commercials and Feature 
Film. We provide high-end 
technology to our artists 
that use it as painters in 
front of a white canvas. We 
simply do amazing Shows”

WHO
WE ARE



Italian Creativity
& International Style

We are digital artists that have more than 
25 years of experience in Post-production 
for Commercials and Feature Films, 
including experiences in company based 
around the world. Our background is Artistic, 
making Us proficient in all 3D process 
workflow. From modeling and animation, 
passing through renders and lighting, to 
finishing with compositing, motion graphics 
and Exibisions. We are extremely adept in 
content creation, post-production, VFX 
market, Interactive and Real Time media, 
Projection mapping and Scenic Design.

We embrace new technology – automated 
motion control, ultra-high-definition 
sensors, cinema-grade optics – without 
forgetting the beauty of simplicity, and 
never letting the tools outshine the content.

“Simple, we do creative dream”



MOTION is Emotion



#EXHIBITION

We produce visual art installations that embrace the 
new experiential design movement with instantaneous 
renders and real-time generative art for events.

We represent essencial of Italian art. Our works are 
immersive and interactive experiences to fully engage 
the audience. We are capable of adapting to any 
events and creativities making each events as a dream 
with amazing engaging art.

Our plus is the experience in post-production. 
Mixing all skils together we have the power to create 
unique visual results.

We bridge the gap between creativity and 
technology when we develop interactive, multimedia 
or graphic installations in real time because every time 
we study the best solution for each case. The best 
combination of art and technology at the forefront 
that pushes ourselves beyond our limits.

Whether it’s large multiscreen surfaces or the side 
of a building, we understand the workflow necessary 
to craft unique and engaging content in multiple 
contexts.

We use objects, buildings, cars, scenic elements, and 
event spaces - into amazing visual displays. Through 
the use of large scale projection and specialized 
mapping tools we can bring any surface our clients 
dream up to life.

INTERACTIVE & REAL-TIME MEDIA - CONTENT 
CREATION - PROJECTION MAPPING - SCENIC 
DESIGN



POST production

PRE PRODUCTION - CGI -
COMPOSITING - OFFLINE - ONLINE  - 
COLOR GRADING

We direct, animate, design, shoot, illustrate, and edit stories that engage the 
audiences long after they’ve left the screen.

We solve creative challenges through fresh, innovative and unexpected creative. 

From open titles and motion graphics to stylized animation, our artists develop 
aesthetic solutions by crafting distinct visuals that tap into every emotion.

Colour grading establishes the rhythm of the tale, to get an unforgettable 
experiences through the powerful language of colour.



LIFE is Science

At the beginning was the caos

INTRO THEME 1 THEME 1
whit performer

THEME 2 PERFORMER

Somewhere the telescope Galileo build his own A new era appears Galileo builds the moon

The MOON




